Nuclear Waste: The greatest danger is now!
Spent fuel is hot stuff. It's thermally hot - about 400 degrees Fahrenheit. That's not residual heat from
when the fuel was in the reactor, it's decay heat from fission products with short half-lives (from days or
weeks to about 30 years for most isotopes of iodine, cesium, strontium, etc.).
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There are 4,000
spent fuel assemblies
at San Onofre.
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High burnup fuel is known to fuse tightly to
the zirconium cladding.

Radiation levels
decrease quickly at
first, as most of the
fission products
decay.
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After ~10 years, about 1% of the original amount of
radioactivity that was occurring the day the fuel
was removed from the reactor is still occurring.
After ~100 years, about 1/10 of the 10-year amount
of radioactivity will still be occurring. The rate of
decline in radioactivity has slowed considerably.
After ~1000 years, radioactivity will have dropped
to about 1/10th of the 100-year amount. Most of
the original fission products have decayed to stable
elements, but the decline of radioactivity is no
longer very rapid and the spent fuel is still very
hazardous, mainly from plutonium and its daughter
products.
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If spent fuel is transported, the transport containers are inadequate beyond design parameters.
The primary issue the world should be grasping
is that spent fuel is vastly more dangerous when
it's first made than later -- and it's still dangerous
later. So making it at all is the biggest mistake in
spent fuel handling!

The impact (free drop and
puncture), fire, and waterimmersion test are considered
in sequence to determine their
cumulative effects on a given
package. These tests are insufficient for real world potential
events during transport.
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